Clear Peak Capital selects CYMBA Technologies Athena Investment
Management System (IMS)
London, 1st July, 2014 – CYMBA Technologies, the fast growing provider of high-performance Multi
Asset Class Investment Management solutions has today announced that Clear Peak Capital has
selected CYMBA’s Athena IMS for its Portfolio Management, Pre & Post Trade Compliance, Order
Management, Trading and Operations functions. The deployment of Athena will enable straight
through processing of all orders and ensure a fully compliant, audited, accurate and efficient
workflow process.
The selection of CYMBA’s Athena platform by Clear Peak was driven by a number of key business
drivers which will provide their Clients with the security, audit, transparency, STP and scalability
required within an Investment Manager and Front Office platform.
Clear Peak selected CYMBA Athena IMS for its Fund Launch after conducting a thorough vendor
comparison exercise.
Fiona Laver, Chief Operating Officer of Clear Peak commented:
“We were impressed by CYMBA’s clear understanding of the front office functionality we required as
a small authorised UK AIFM. The team’s willingness to respond quickly and effectively as our system
specifications developed, combined with a dynamic and knowledgeable implementation team, made
for a seamless process in the run up to our fund launch. The inherent flexibility of Athena should
support the growth of our business over the coming years.
Karim Ali, Managing Partner at CYMBA commented:
“We are delighted to welcome Clear Peak Capital as a new CYMBA client, further demonstrating our
ability to become the OMS/PMS technology partner of choice for new fund launches. Having made a
strong start to 2014, it was important for to us to keep the momentum going. We look forward to a
long and mutually beneficial partnership.”
About Clear Peak Capital
Clear Peak Capital is the Investment Manager of Clear Peak Capital Master Fund, an exempted
company incorporated under the laws of the Cayman Islands. The investment objective of the
Master Fund is to seek to achieve absolute returns through a long/short investment strategy
principally in equity instruments (and their derivatives) with a particular focus on UK listed
companies of all sizes and market capitalisations. Clear Peak Capital’s investment team comprises
four partners who have worked together for a number of years in the asset management industry.

About CYMBA Technologies
CYMBA is a supplier of trading solutions to the Hedge Fund, Multi Manager and Asset Management
community. The CYMBA Athena, multi-asset suite of products provides high-performance Pre and
Post Trade Compliance (incl. full UCITS support), Portfolio Modelling, Order Management and Real
Time P&L. CYMBA Athena is offered as a full suite or as modules and delivered via ASP or Enterprise
installations.
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